Our knowledge of the structure of baryon resonances during the la,st few years has depended largely on the results of phase-shift analyses in =,V scattering, especially by LOVELACE et al. (~) , on the one hand, and periodical quark model assignments to these resonances, especially by DALITZ (2.3), on the other. Very recently ~ new =~N~ phaseshift analysis up to about 2000 MeV c.m. energy has been reported by I~OVELACE et al. (4.5) and this indicates a large number of new resonances in this mass region. Simultaneously DALITZ (6), who has made a fresh quark-model analysis of baryon resonances, finds most of these new resonances greatly welcome in terms of the <( sin|plc quark picture ~) based on harmonic oscillator wave-functiens of low excitations. According to I)ALITZ (c,), the ((simple quark picture ~) which regards baryons as mercly 3Q states, giving only the S U~ multiplicities 1, 8 and 10, seems to have received fresh support from the recent data of Abrams et al. (7) DALITZ in his latest analysis has put some (( dynamical content ,) in his earlier scheme, whereby he now makes essential us(', i) of totally symmetric (S) functions first suggested by GIcEE~nE~(~ (9) in connection with the use of parastatistics for quark symmetries and if) the quantum number N of radial excitations which arises naturMly in the classification of 3Q states through harmonic oscillator (llO) wave functions (10). One of the important uses which DALITZ makes of the N quantum number is to assign the long-stading & * resonance 1)u(1470) as well as the more recent A* resonance P3a(1688) to the supernmltiplet (56, 0 +) wilh iY--2, while the more f'tmiliar baryons have N = 0. DALITZ prefers this assignment to other alternatives like (70, 0*) or (20, 1+), on grounds of economy a.s well as simple dynamics based on the availability of the maximum number of symmetric QQ pairs, It should be pointed out, however, that according to II() classifications, representations like (70, 0 ~) or (20, P) which correspond to the same N excitation (X -2) are predicted to have signiticant energy overlaps with (56, 0 ~) of Y~= 2. Indeed, an earlier analysis in terms of p-wave QQ interactions (u,r2) had seemed to indicate the (20, 1 : ) state as fMrly low in excitation, so that a dynamical a rcmnmnt (at least in terms of such simple models) may not appear very convincing. On the other hand, a less model-depend('nt argument based on the rate of production of (20, 1 +) states in a pp collision (~a) seems to rule out such states on experimental grounds, rl!he essential argument is that (in the impulse approximation) the st)atial synmlctry of the produced baryon resonance should obey the (( symmetry selection rule ~> A(symln)= 1 (~a) corresponding to sing'le-quark excitations, which cannot be satisfed by the spatially antisFmmetric (A) function characterizing the (20, 1 ~ ) state, requiring as it does, two units of symmetry change from the spatial S function of the incoming proton necessitated by 2-quark excitation. ()it the other hand, the crosssections for the production of .\ *(1470) states in pp collisions are large enough to indicate an apparent violalion of 1his rule (~4). Dalitz' ncw assignment (G) through the Y qu~ultuln number certainly represents a V(~l' 3' good way OUt of flus difficulty. Now while the I10 classifieatiml represenls a broad framework iu which to fit in the various resonances, the framework t)y itself appears much too broad, even for the new, enlarged, catalogue of resonances. Thus, I)ALvrz (6) finds that, of the large variety of states offered by the II0 classification, only the (56; ()~, 2+), (70, 1-) and at most (70, 3-) with at)propriate N excitations, seem (o b(, realized by the experimentally identiffed resonances, though from the point of view of the 11 () theory, it would be extremely hard (o rule out the other states of equally low N ex('ilations. Another disadvantage of the lie elassificalion seems to bc the relatively hie. jmnt)s (in milts of two) in the N e• for the higher recurrences of (, desirable ~) stales like, e.g., (56, 0 ~ ). t,'or example. DALITZ (I;) finds that the state 1)1t(1751)) must F)(, assigned to as nmeh as N = 4, if its (56, ()~) character has to be maintained. Such jumps are not energetically favoured by the H() classification which does allow for lower N excitations associated with other SUe x O 3 assignments. It; would therefore be of interes( to set if alternative schemes eouht be devised which would automatically rule out lhe <~ mlwanted )> states.
We wish to point out the possibility of a more economical scheme which brings out precisely the ~b'l;,~ x 03 states required in the DIII analysis and keeps out the unwantcd
